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Action Grant; Vear Continues
WASHINGTON, D. C.- :AC•
TION, the citizen, volunt. .r
service corps, has awarded
Eastern a $32,251 grant to
continue· Its Unvlveralty Year
for ACTION program, Walter
C. Howe, ACTION', acting
director, announced today.
Eastern was one of the first
ten 1chool1 In the country, to
loln the UYA program.
The grant wlll enable 65
volunt. .ra to work full thr.e
for one year In anti-poverty
protect• while earning aca•
demlc credit.
UVA 11 part of ACTION,
e1tabll1hed by Pre1ldent

to develop needed pre-school
readiness skllla and the
parents to seek employment.

Nixon July 1, 1971 to
administer federal voluntMr
program, at home and over·

allevlatlng

1ea1.

Eastern'• 30 new voluntNn
will take over and expand
function, performed by form·
er and current volunt. .n,
beginning several prolectt
Involving mental health, ••n·
lor citizens and economic

volunteers give credit and
debt management coun1•I·
llng to 50 low-Income famllle1
with federal home mort•

development.

gage,.

Current programs lnclucl•.
legal 1ervlce1, Head Start,
day-car~ centers, school de·
segregation and housing.

In addition to the work being
done In Spokane, four Indian
volunt. .rs are 1ervln'9 In
Nespelem on the Colvllle
Indian Reservation and two
volunt. .rs are . creating C:'
coordinated Community
Care Unit for the City of
Colvllle.

the

cau1e1

of

poverty.

Presently, l,700 student, In
more than 50 colleges and
universities In 31 1tate1 and
the District of Columbia a,.
participating In the UVA
program.
The 35 students who began·
a11lgnment1 last fall are
working with approximately
7,500 persons In Spokane's .
target area,. TK• a9encle1
that 1upervl1• th• voluntMn
have cited the program a,
one of the most effective In

The students a11l9ned to child
care centers work not only
with children, but with their
parents, enabling the children

In another protect, two UVA

Bruce Mitchell and BIiiy
Austin, Eastern'• UY A director
and a11l1tant director, feel
that the program has had
"considerable Impact on the
lives of low-Income people
and the UY A voluntNn
themselves and has encour·
aged significant changes In
the college."
Other ACTION programs are
the Peace Corps, Volunt. .n
In Service to America [VISTA],
Foster Grandparent Program,
Service Corps of Retired
Executives [SCORE], Adlve
Corps of Executives [ACE] and
Retired Senior VoluntMr Pr~
gram [RSVP].

rn
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Ex-POW Returns;
Big Crowd Greets
by Vern Patten
Staff Reporter
[Corresponding picture, page 4]

A SOLEMN SILENCE AT EASTERN'S SWIMMING POOL Is the result of a tragic dr~,wnlng which took the life
of a boy from the Antonlan School In Rt. 3 Cheney. More about that 1tOF"/ on page 2.

Students Consume Much
by Sony Yahaya
Staff Reporter
Cheney's drinking establishments are supported by Eastern
students. A recent survey has
shown that students consume 75
percent of the City's alcoholic
supply.
The ·survey shows that more than
60 percent of the beer and about
50 percent of the wine sold by
stores is bought by students. The
students dri,n k 60 percent of the
liquor in taverns.

In a week, students drink about
470 cases (24 bottles a case) and
21 kegs ( 15 gallons a keg) of
beer, and 98 cases (12 bottles a
case) of wine.
Safeway boasts the biggest sole
of alcoholic drinks to students,
with weekly consumption held at
350 beer cases and 60 wine
cases.
Although some taverns hove
declined to give figures of

student purchase of
liquid
depressents (business inhibitions), close estimates are
available. Goofy's heads the list
of student patrons (about 9~
percent) while Showalter Hall
hos the least billing. However,
indications show that Showalter
Holl is picking up students, with
about 40 percent student clients
where there was less than 10
percent a year ago. No doubt,
Showalter Hall's new image has
proved successful.

Major Wesley D. Schierman,
ex-POW, returned to Spokane
Saturday ofter an enforced
absence of seven and one half
years in Vietnamese prison
camps. He was greeted at
Fiarchild AFB by a large crowd of
rel atives, friends, dignitaries and
well wishers. A general air of
celebration pervaded his arrival
and few tears were evident .
Major Schierman said that he

he said "encouraged the enemy
and prolonged his captivity" . The
jovial jocularity that is typical of
military fighter pilots was significantly
missing
from
Major
Schiertnan's replies to questions
from newsmen. His only light
comment expressed surprise at
the way his circle of relatives has
grown and increased since his
departure.
Although his replies to questions
put to him by several representatives of the press cou!d not be
construed as "evasion ", all
questions were answered very

----•--------------.
What's
inside
today

IS ANGEL DUST found In heaven?
Does PCP keep your engine from
knocking? Read about th•••
drugs on page 6.
EASTERN HAS NEW EQUIPfAENT
added to Its computer facllltles.
Story on page ~ 0.

READ ABOUT THE BIG ART
FORGERY at Eastern In Crime
Check on page 2.

A NEW FIRE STATION has been

BOB SIMPSON CAPTURES some
lighter moments on campus
during the first day, of spring.
The photos can be found on page

, LEARN ABOUT the origin of
Glue-All and Buddy In the latest
action packed adventure. The
cartoon can be found In the
Issues and Opinion section~

3.

built at Cheney. The story and
photos of It are on page 11.

EVER KNOW A DOG that had a
memorial seen dally by thou· THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHING·
1and1 of people? The story Is on TON'S sport stadium 11 the
gateway to Washington's largest
page 4.
university. Read about college
COHABITATION • Doe, he or llfe at this school In part two of
doesn't he-Find out by reading th• continuing 1erle1 on the
stat 's coll gee on page 12.
the satire on page 7.

l11ue1 and Opinion • pages 8 and
9·

Sports • pages 14 and 15.
Cro11word • p . .e 16.

MAJOR WESLEY D. SCHIERMAN and his wife, Faye, attend the pr 111
conference. Schlerman was In a Vietnamese POW camp for seven
and a half years.
had been permitted to fly the
aircraft that brought him from
California for most of the flight.
As might be supposed he had it
"at full throttle" most of the way.
At an arranged press conference
at Fairchild he answered questions concerning his health, his
family, homecoming thoughts.,
and expressed some displeasure
with the anti-war activists who~

carefully and thoughtfully. The
very guarded way that he
considered every question before voicing a reply led reporters
to reflect that his caution can
only be induced by a very
awesome concern for his fellow
prisoners
remaining
behind,
whose fate is still hanging by the
precariously thin thread of
International Relations.

J
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Boy
Drowns
In
Pool
------------------------------·
News In Brief

A ten-year-old boy attending the
Antonian School died Monday as
the result of a drowning accident
in the Eastern fieldhouse swimming
pool.
Campus
Safety
officers reported.

Brick Saves Water

A project by the speech 200 class encourages putting a brick in a
toilet. This conserves one quart of water per flush or an estimated ·
three million gallons of water per year for the city of Cheney. Bricks
will be delivered door to door this Saturday to Cheney residents. Also
taking place .w ill be a parade of the student in the speech classes
and hopefully the Cheney High School band. The project has spread 1
to.Spokane where it has gained the support of the area colleges. The
orig.incl reason for the project was the lack of snow and hot ~eather
which might later be a cause for water shortage.

Troy D. Allen, Edmonds, Wash. ,
drowned in the • pool early
Monday afternoon while with a
group of fellow students during a
supervised swim at the pool. The
school provides special education
for
mentally
retarded
youths.

The boy was brought out of the
water, but efforts to revive him
failed. Officers said the medic
and other Campus Safety personnel attempted for about an hour
to revive the youth but were
unsuccessful.

The Allen boy had been with a
group of about 35 other students
from the Antonian School, but
officers said there was no
apparent reason why he wandered into the deep end of the
pool.

~ ~·r,·)

incidents on campus, unless the incident is witnessed by city police.

.CQom~oont

His statements came when asked about a proposal before the
Cheney city council on iurisdiction of campus police.
Fred Johns of the Affirmative Action Committee said "nothing new",
has happened on the proposal. Johns said a meeting of the
City-College council was to be held Tuesday morning concerning the
proposal.

THURSDAY, March 8- College Theater, " Imaginary Invalid," 7:30 p.m.
IMC Film Series, " Yojimbio, " Akira Kurosawa combines elements of
the American western and the Japanese saumuria epic to create one
of his most humorous and violent films, Japan by Film series, 110
minutes, Kennedy Aud. , 3:00 and 7:30, 50 cents admission. Student
Piano-Organ recital, 8:15 p.m., MBRH, free.

Women's Role''D etailed

FRIDAY, March 9- David and Diane Rotkoski Duo Piano Recital, 8: 15
p.m., MBRH, donation. College Theater, " The Imaginary Invalid, " 7 :30
p.m.

1

SATURDAY, Marcy 10- Annette Caruthers Senior Viola recital, 8: 15
"Woman 's role" is a topic that has end less possibilities. What are p.m., free, MBRH. College Theater, "The Imaginary Invalid", 7:30 p.m.
traditional role stereotypes, how we got them, and how women ore
stuck with the stereotypes is what "The Woman Question" workshop SUNDAY, March 11- Nothing scheduled.
is all about.
·
MONDAY, March 12- Nothi ng scheduled.
Sponsored jointly by the State Committee on Status of Women and
EWSC Women 's Programs, the workshop will be held from 9 :30 TUESDAY, March 13- Nothing scheduled.
a.m.-4:00 p.m . in the PUB on Morch 10.
WEDNESDAY, March 14- Nothing scheduled.
The highlight of the workshop will be a slide and lecture presentation . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....
on sex stereotypes in school and library books. Other presentations
will deal with the historical overview of women's roles and the Winter quarter will end March 18.
emerging stereotypes of women and how we deal with them. A panel ·
discussion on the education of chi ldren and changing roles will be Classes Spring quarter will begin March 27.
panelled by the two guest speakers, Georgie Kunkee of N .O.W., and
Louise Sharf of Planned Parenthood in Spokane.
A ll students please note a major change in t he Spring quarter

schedule, the dates for drop-add have been moved forward
to M arch 7 and 8. Therefore the billing statements for Spring
pre-registration will be mail ed to the student's recorded
address on March 17.

Besides all this, there will be impact group discussions and rap
sessions , plus a no-host luncheon. Everyone is invited to attend.

Prof Publishes Article

Hours of Final
Examination
Win ter, 1973
9-1 1 Monday
9-11 W ednesday
2-4 Thursday
2-4 Tuesday
2-4 Monday
9-11 Tuesday
2-4 Wednesday
9-11 Thu rsday

Hour of Regular
Class M eetin g

8:00
9:00
10:00
11 :00
12:00
1:00
2:00
3:00

William Barber, Professor of Psychology, announced the publication
of his thirtieth article.
Barber's article will appear this summer in the Annual Handbook for
Group Facilitation second edition. The publishers are the University
Association, Iowa City.
The title of his article is "Building Open and Closed Relationships."
Barber said the writing was based on his "social psychology" and
"interpersonal behaviour" courses at EWSC. He Indicated the article
describes "characteristics that make interpersonal relationships
'open' or 'closed'."

Grafe also said 't here were about
25 persons in the pool at the
time of the drowning. He said
some of them were students
from the Antonian school but
ot hers were Eastern students.

Campus Safety officers reported
that
investigation
Into
the
Incident should be wrapped up
Glen Grafe, Campus Safety today, and a final report will be
chief, said it has not b'een given to the administration next
determined just how long ..the week.
boy was under before spotted, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - but the water was clear at the
time and visibility of the bottom
unrestricted.

Officers said the body of the boy
was spotted by a lifeguard at the
bottom of the pool in about nine
feet of water. Campus Safety
officers, fire department personG. Grafe, chief of Campus Security, said his department has a
nel and a medic from the
working agreement with Cheney police in handling reports.
infirmary responded to the first
call at 4:40 p.m.
Grafe said, "The city will back us up if we call for assistance, and
we'd back each other up." He said campus police handles any.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Campus Police Back City

He said there was no problem
lust prior to the accident as far as
the boy was cohcerned and said
he apparently lust went under.
There were three life guards on
duty at the time.

Next Easterner Will
Be Thursday, April ·5

Student
Employees
Get Raise

Beginning with the March 30
paychecks, al I Eastern parttime employees will receive a
raise of twen1y-three cents
per hour,
retroactive
to
February 1.
This pay increase came as o
result of legislqtion in Olympia which was signed int o low
on February 20. The appropriations bill called for a $40
raise
for
full-time
state
employees. This is porportional to twenty-three cents
on hour for port-time campus
employees. Eastern's full-time
employees hove received o
forty dollar a month increase
which was also effective as of
February 1.
Because the roise is retroactive to February 1, the
port-time employees' March
paycheck will also include
twenty-three cents for every
hour they worked between
February l and the end of the
February pay-period.
The reason for the delay in
payment of tlie ra ise for
part-time employees is that
full-time emploYiees are paid
on contract or\ a monthly
basis and con be computed
more easily th~n port-time,
hourly checks. Part-time pay
is based on hourly pay, so it
was impossible to compute
the hourly pay raise in time
for the February check.
For the present time, the
raises will comf out of the
departmental budgets, but
these budgets will be increased to cover the cost
when the actual amount of
the appropriation is forwarded to EastEtrn from the
Governor's offic,.

Germany's Quest Taught Crime Check
Campus Security was plagued by
a rash of thefts and vandalism
week.

"Quest for Identity" traces Germany from 1918 to the present and
looks at its search for identity in history, political science, Germon
literature, music, and art. This five credit course is taught, by William
Kidd, Ernst Gohlert, Harriet O'Swald, Travis Rivers, and Barbaro Kron.
All five areas wil! bt" · terwoven, and by having members of the
different departments represented a complete picture · should be
presented. "From Kaiser to Fuhrer," "The Three Penny Opera," "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," and "Triumph of the Will," are films that will
be shown.
Literature includes "Steppenwolf," by H,rmann Hesse, "Tristan, " by
Thomas Mann, and "Cat and Mouse," by (;unther Grass. There will be
slides and music, too.
·
i

The class is offered under History, German, Music, and Art 498, and
Political Science 499, and lasts from 12 :00-2:00 Tuesday and
Thursday.
. . . . . . . . . . . . ." ' - -. . .- - - -. . . . .- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Among·the more unusual thefts
was the switching of the picture
of Louise Anderson with that of
Graham Dressler. One Campus
Security Officer asked that next
time they take a smaller picture
because the bi~ ones are har.~
to carry in the new pickup. The culprits were never
found.
Twice lost week the covers to the
rotating beacons were taken
from the Campus Security Patrol
Car. The second time th e
J

- -

suspects were found and asked
to return the beacon covers and
avoid getting a party they were
attending busted. The covers
were returned.
The Longhouse was buglarized
last week. One desk was
ransacked, the candy was taken
out of the candy machine and the
pop machine was removed.
Other
thefts
included:
the
removal of a refrigerator from
Dryden Hall; a carousel slide
projector with zoom lens was
taken from Martin Hall.; a purse
containing fou r dollars and other
personal item s was token_ from

Tawonka ; and a dar.k
suede coat was stolen.

brown

Two coses of vandilism were
reported. The first involved a car
driving on the lawn and sidewalk
between the SUB and Patterson.
The second invqlved a red VW
parked on the l~wn at the RTV
Bui lding. The owr,er was located
and asked to mQve the car. The
car depressed th~ lawn about an
inch.
Campus Securit'yi also aided in
the moving of a truck stuck on
the lawn lnfron1 of Showalter,
while the owneris were unloading coJJege booklets.
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PLEASURE COMES in the form of
Sprlng's first Ice cream cone, as ·
EILEEN AMES relaxes on tire PUB
steps. Bicycling above, Eileen
forgets for the moment her ~
graduate studies In Clinical ' '
Psychology. She is the second 1,:·"""lf.'....-j""
~Pick of the Week in The
Easterner Photographer's col-

ENJOYING THE SPRING weather 11 GREG HARP, Ms. Simpson's "pick
of the week". Greg Is a tunlor, motoring In biology and calls Tacoma
home. "Seeing how womens lib 11 seemingly around, men deserve
ual time In lctures."

photographer Bob Simpson
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Dog's Memory Lives On
by Karen Pruit
Staff Reporter

the telephone office a lot,"
Howerton said. "People liked to
play with him and he liked
everyone who was nice to him."

The Howerton's had no children
and, although Rocky only grew to
be over a foot high, he received
enough love for a dog ten-times
his size.

Have you ever noticed that the
picture of a dog has appeared on
the back cover of the Cheney
Telephone Directory for the past
You 're still wondering
why
two or three years? Have you ·
Rockey's picture would be on the
wondered why, in this year's
back of a phone book? You see,
directory, the words "In MemorMr. Norman Howerton was the
iam " also appear on the back
originator and owner of Telecover beside the dog?
phone Utilities Inc. He started
the company with one telephone
This is the true story about that
exchange and has expanded it
dog.
until there a re today 28 exchanges included in the corporaRocky came to live with Mr. and ·
tion. He was President and
Mm. Norman Howerton when he
Chairman of the Board for the
was six weeks old. He was black
corporation for many years and
with white on his chest and his
is now a member of the board.
ancestors were of Terrier and
He and his wife live in Ilwaco,
water spaniel lineage.
which is the home office of
Telephone Utilities Inc.
"He was a blanket-carrying
baby," Mrs. Howerton said. "He
The extent of this corporation is
was given a hand-made blanket,
exemplified by the exchange
black on one side and red on the
Cheney is included in, the Inland
other, when he was a pup. She
Empire Telept-)one Company. This
continued, "When the doorbell
exchange also includes the
rang he would meet the visitors
communities of Amber, Springcarrying his blanket. It was his
dale, Medical lake, Chewelah,
'security blanket'--just like Linus
Creston, Davenport, Reardan,
in the Peanuts cartoon, " Mrs.
Hunters, and Kettle Falls.
Howerton said.
But Howerton was never busy
enough to forget Rocky. WhenRocky didn't like dog food .
ever the Howertons traveled,
"R9cky ate people food, " Mrs.
Rocky either went with them or
Howerton said. "He especially
stayed with a fr:iend who was an
liked string beans and carrots ."
animal doctor.
She also commented on Rocky 's
manners, "Rocky
was
very
Howertol"\-. believes that Rocky
well-mannered at meals and
helped the public relations of
never bothered people at the
his corporation. " He used to visit
table."

His fame encompassed more
than just the home office.
Howerton said, "Rocky was
known all over the country, his
friendship helped to create good
public relations throughout the
telephone industry."
It was a blow to the Howerton's
when, on September 30, 1971 ,
Rocky developed ·heart trouble
and they were forced to have
him put to sleep. Rocky was
ninety-eight dog-years when he
died.
After Rocky's death, "In Memorium" was printed next to Rocky's
picture on the phone book. This
memorial seems to express the
appreciation . of Telephone Utilities Inc. toward Rocky for hls j
help in their establishment of
good public relations.
Howerton said, "We still get
cards and letters asking about
him."

IN
MEMORIAM

ON BACK OF EVERY CHENEY PH..ONE BOOK Is the picture of this dog.
Why does this dog look 10 sad?
answers and more Included In
the story below.

Th•••

Empire
"Rocky
pet of
sort of

Phone Company, said,
was a very much beloved
the President." He was
the Company Mascot."

But Rocky was more than just a
"pet" to his family.

Yes, the Howerton's have grown
quite fond of Jess, but he hasn't
been able to t ake Rocky's place
in their hearts. " I wish we had
him back today," Mr. Howerton
confessed and added, " He was
good for my morale. "

The Howerton's were give,n a
beagle puppy, Jess, shortly after
Rocky passed away. "He's a wild
one, not a house dog like Rocky,"
Mrs. Howerton said. " He is a
sweet, loveable dog," she added.

No, Rocky wasn't just a dog to
them. "He was our pal , he slept
between us and never bothered
anyone," Mr. Howerton said and
added quietly, " We sure m iss the
little guy."

When asked if Rocky's picture
will continue to be printed on the
telephone directories, Mrs. Howerton said that she wishes it
would be, but that she couldn't
say since Mr. Howerton is no
longer the President of the
Corporation.

" They d@ not.love
,
that do not show th~ love."·
William Shakespeare

Ms. Olive Thye, Supervisor for
the Cheney office of the Inland

Choose Keepsake
with compl~.te confide·nce.
becau$e the famous
Keepsake Guaran tee
assures a_pe~fect
engageni.ent diamond
of precise cut and
superb color. The.re is
no finer diamond ring,

.Rings from $'100-~10;~ · ·
-1'-M Re~: A~ll. Pbnd Co.

Smitlt
JEWELERS
235-1ll2

408 - 1st
Cheney
I

I
I

I
I

1

now

TO-PLAN

YOUR ENGAGE~ENTAND'WEDDmG'

Send new 20 Pl· booklet, "Plannln9. Your En1a1ement and Weddlna" plus
(ult .color folder and 44 PS, Bride's Book afft offer all for only Ui,
S-73

Nom•----------------------

4 Address,---------------------1
I C i t v - - - - - - - - - - -...
_

0.----------

t

_RIGHT OFF THE PLA,.~ · MC!lor Wesley D. Schlerman gr. .ts a number of friends and relatives ~t the ah·_portl

Stote

_

ln Spokane. He was In one of the flnt groups to be released by the No'!h Vietnam~••· [Story, page one.] : ~ ~-=~~~ ~~~~ ~~S.:.,

.

I

I

Zip----

~!. ~·-~~~·_N.:..Y.:,. !!~ _
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COLLEGE BOOKSTORE EWSC

USED BOOK BUY Bookstore Lobby
MARCH 13 & 14 (8:00 to 12:00 & 1:00 to 4:00)
MARCH 15 (8:00 to 12:00)
This list of books will be purchased for the College Bookstore,
EWSC, at the prices shown(~ orignial retail or used price if
previously purchased as used). These .boo~s will be sold in the
Bookstore as used books.
I

i,te Follett Book Company representative will buy these books for
the Bookstore with the help of BoQkstore personnel.

Any title not listed may he sold to the Follett representative at
a price determined by the wholesale hook price list.
This includes

BOOKS FROM ANY OTHER COLLEGE IN THE UNITED STATES.

AUTHOR

TITLE & EDITION

PUBLISHER QUANTITY

PRICE

abel 1
abrams
aqnew/rwke
aml 1nq
anas t as1

EXPLORAT IOH nF THE UN IVERSE . OR JEF
NORTON ANHIOL .. '1A,10R AUTHORS
TIIE SCIENCE r.AME
INVEST"'ENTS
PSYCHOL/Jr. I CAL TEST! r1r. . 3rd

Ho l t Rinehart
No r ton
'1acmi 11 an
Prentice llall
'1acmil l an

50

anderson/k umpf
and ra in
and r ews
archer/d'ambrosio
ar koff

BUS IHESS LAW, 9th
POLIT I CAL LI FE & SOC I AL CIIArlr.E
!IITRO TO MUSIC FUNDA'~ENTALS. 3rd
BUS INESS FINANCE : THEOPY & Mr'IT .
AO,IUSTMEtn & 'IENTAL IIEALTH

Southwestern
Wads1·1or th
/\rm le ton
'1acmil l an
"er.raw Iii 11

2n
18

2.45

5
25

14

3.95
5.80

5.35

a thos/coffev
barkl ev/seck ler
bar nou,~
bates
beiqhv/borchardt

OEl-tAVIOR IN ORrAN, •AULT!. VIEW
WJN. r.ROW
TH .,. rnv IP.ON. THEORY
INTRO TO ANTHRO, VOL . 2 : CTHNOLOIW
r.LUTI NES & LI BERTI NES
MATHE'1AT !CS FOR BUS !NESS

Prentice Ha 11
Ha rcourt
Irwi n
Random
'~er.raw Hi 11

34
13
19
30

5.95

berg et al
bishop/arch
bl ake/ vol p
blum et al
bowen

STU. MA~ . FOR SUR. OF EUR . CIV, II
B1S1t0P METHOD OF CLOTH !Nt: CONST.·
LEAD-UP r.At1ES TO TEAM SPORTS
EMERt;ENCE OF THE EUROPEAN WORLD
MATI!. WITH APP . IN t-P1T. i ECON.

HOU'lhton "iff.
Linnencott
Prentice Ha 11
Litt le Bro,m
Irwi n

bovd/wes tf a 11
brinnin/read
brooks
bruffee
buck 1i n

MAP.KET rnr, RESEARCH : TEXT .\ CASES
THE "10DERN POETS
SPEECH COM"1UN ICATION
SHORT COURSE IN WRIT lllr.
VERTICAL MARKET INI\ SYSTE"1S

Irwin
•icr.raw Hi 11
Brown
Winthron
Scott Foresman

campbe ll /wade
carmi cha el
chiasson
coqol i
co leman

SOCIETY & ENV IR0Nt1ENT
PERSP. IN AUOITJNt;
LAB. ANATOMY OF WH ITF RAT
PHOTO OFFSET FUNOM1Pl~ >.:..s
ABNOR'IAL PSYCH g t~OOERN LI FE

cool
cook
coser
coser
cUTm1i n']s/wise

INTP.O TO LOr. lC 4th Ed.
NEWLIBRARY KEY
SOC!OU)t;Y TliRf)Ur,H LITERATURE
!ASTERS OF SOCJOLOr. JCAL TIIOU!;IIT
DEMOCRACY UIIOER PRESSURE

5
20
6

1n

q

6 . 50

4. 75
2.1 0
6. 30
5 .'25
5. 50

1. 45

2. 80
.95
2.25

5

4.25
2.30
3 . 25
2.95

48

6.00

6
7

6.45

5

5
14

12

l. !JS

6

2.85

All vn & Bacon
'lcr.raw Iii 11
Brown
"cKni qht
Scott Foresman

19
12
15

2.45
3.45
.95
4 .50

SQ

6.45

'1acmi 11 an
Wi l son
Prentice Ha 11
Ha rcourt
Harcourt

13
13

4. 25
1. 25
2.95

23

14
10

dauer
de cecco
durkin
donoqhue
dor nbusch/schrl\id

OYrlA"1 . P. E. FOR ELEM . SCH. CH ILO.
PSYCH. OF LEARNJ Nr, & INSTRUCTION
TEACIIJNt: THE11 TO READ
THE CHILD &THE ENr.L ISH LANr. .ARTS
A PR IMER OF SOCIAL STAT IST ICS

Burqess
Prentice Ha 11
A11 vn & Bacon
Brown
Mer.raw Hi 11

21
15

dorsett
douqa 11
eboch
fe l dman
ferquson/hru un

COLLEr.E AU1EBRA
CAPITAL MARKETS & INSTITUTIONS
OPERATINr. AUDIO-VISUAL EnU IP"1ENT
VAR IETIES OF VISUAL EXPERIENCE
ANC IENT Tl~ES TO 1520

All vn & Bacon
Prentice Ha ll
I ntext
Prentice Hall
Houohton !Iliff.

7
6

fe rquson/bruun
fitzqera l d
foster
fre und
qarratv/divi ne

1815 TO THE PRESENT
PLAID FOR DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH.
PHYS ICAL r.EOLOr.Y
STAT IST ICS : A FIRST COURSE
20TH CENTURY AMER ICA CONTEMP. DOC.

qentrv/johnson
giesecke
qroneman
qronl und
gut hrie

27

15
6

13
21

4.60
4.60

4 .4 5
5.45
4 .95
3.95
4 . 45
5 . 10

2.40
1. 45
6.95

6

2.95

Houqhton Miff.
ln~in
11erri 11
Prentice Hall
Litt le Brown

33
17
23
9
5

3. 10
1.45

5.25

PRINCIPLES OF ACCTt;., INTRODUCTORY
ENr.lNNEERINr. r.RAPHICS
. TECHN ICAL WOODWORK! Nil
MEASURE. & EVAL. IN TEACH !Nil
INTRODUCTORY NUTRIT ION

Prentice Ita l l
"1acmil l an
Mer.raw Hil 1
tlacmil l an
"losbv

24
13

5.95

guth
hamburg
hartt
henshaw/.1ackson
hil ls

CONC ISE ENt;LISH HANDBOOK
STAT . ANALYSIS FOR DEC ISION MAKHlr.
HISTORY OF ITAL IAN RENA IS. ART
THE EXE CUTI VE r.AME, Rev. Ed.
CRl"1E, POWER & MORAL ITY

Wadsworth
Harcourt
Prentice Ha 11
Irwin
lntext

hoffer
h001T1e
horn
horner
horner

THE UNOERSTANOINr. OF MUSIC. 2nd Ed.
CONTINr.. CONT. IN THE CLASSR00"1
THE SECOND SKIN
BEFORE COLLEr.E ALr.EBRA
ALr.EBRAIC ELEM . FUNC. & RELATIONS

W
adsworth
Research
Houqhton "1lff.
Wadsworth
Holt Rinehart

homqren
houghte11ng
hull
,jacobs
.Johnson et a1
Johnston et al
.1ones et al
kahn/connell
kamien
kar11n

COST ACCTr. : HANr.ER. EMPHASIS. 3rd
THE DYNAMICS OF LAW
PHONICS FOR TEACHER OF READINr.
t;RAMMAR 1
OPERATIONS Mr.MT: A SYSTrns CONCEPT
SOCIOtOr.Y OF PUN ISHMENT & CORRECTIONS
HEALTH SCIENCE
DYNAM ICS OF INTERVIEWINCl
NORTON SCORES, Stand1rd Revised
TEACHI N<l ELEMENTARY READINr.

kenkel
kenn1n
kershaw
kimble
koontz/o'donnel l

!afore
lanqer
1efranco1s

luiker
leutenegqer

6

76
14

so

20

6
30
10

76
5
7
28
B

"renti ce Ha 11
Harcourt
"lerrill
Xerox
HOU'lhton "liff.
Mi l ev
Haroer Row
Wi l ev
Norton
Harcourt

14

THE FAMILY IN PERSPECTIVE
LISTEN
r.OVERNMENT Ar.AINST POVERTY
HIL(~ARD & MARllU IS COtlDl. & LEARNINr,
PRlNC(PLES OF Mt:~n.

Aonleton
Worth
'4arkham
Annleton
'!er.raw Hi 11

9
14

THE LON<l FUSE
PROBLEMS JN ART
PSYCH. THEORIES &MlftlAN LEARN(Nr.
BUS. COMM.: THEORY &APPLJCA.
SOUNDS OF A'1ERICAN ENr.LIStt

Linnincott
Scribners
Wadsworth
Irwin
Scott fores111an

5
15

5. 10
3.45

5. 45
4.60
4.95 ,
4.85
l.95
5.45
6. 95
2. 50
l.60
4.45
1.45
4.95
4.95
4.50

6.95
2. 45
1.45

25

1.25
5.95
4.45
2.95

5

4.95

13

2. 80
4.25

8
9
6

15

TITLE & EDITION

PUBLISHER

QUANTITY PRICE

levin
l i ndheck
1int on
l ipsev/stei ner
lounsb urv

nuANT. APPROACHES TO ·ir.·•T.
BAS IC CRAFTS
THE STUDY OF MAN
ECONDrllCS
EARTH SC I ENCE

"1cr.ra,~ Hi 11
Bennett
Aool eton
Harner & Row
Harper & Row

40

2'l

5. 95
6.25

lowi
me call
me cameron
me conne l l
me crinrnon

THE POLI TI CS OF DISORDER
FUND. STAT. FOR PSYCH.
FORTRAN IV
ECONO !CS , 5th Ed.
WRITING WITII A PURPOSE. 5th Ed .

Basic flocks
llarcourt

5
20

4 . 60

me mahon
macdouqa l l
macewan
madsen
martin et al

PSYCHOLOr.Y : THE HYBRID SC I fJICE
INTERPRETATIVE REPORTINr.
PERSPECT IVES ON THE ECON. PR0BLE'1
MEX ICAN-AMER ICANS OF SOUTfl TEXAS
Lor.re & RHETORIC OF EXPOS ITI ON

Prentice Hall
"1acmi 11 an
Prentice llall
Holt Rineha r t
Ho 1t Ri nehart

martin
mayer
mead
mi Il er
moffett

THE FIVE-HUNDRED W
ORD THE"1E
MACRO '1ARKETJNr;: SOCIAL PERSP.
SEX & TEMP. IN THREE PRJI~. SOCIETIES
PRINC. OF COLLEGE CHE"1 fSTRY
STU. CENTRO. LANr.. ARTS. CURR. K-6

Prentice Ital l
Wil ev
Crowe 11
Harper & Row
HOUQhton "1iff.

Irwin

1ct:ra-, Iii 11
llouqhton "iff.

1

10

20
26

15
45
7

37

6 . 25
3.55

2.95

3. 45
2 .40

5. 45

3.60
5.35

23

4.4 5
5. 25

13

l. 35

7
6

2. 60

5

1. 75

5

l. 95
l. 25

q

19

7

5.4 5
3. 25

2. 95
3.25

11

6

AUTHOR

4.45

5

4.45
1.45

8

4.95

43

5.95

20

1.20

6
11
34
6

1.35
3.95
5.45
2.35

morril l
munsinqer
nelson
nel<offlan/1 oqan
north/mi ll er

THE SPAT IAL ORr.AN. nF SOCIETY
READJNr.S IN CHILO DEVELOPt ENT
cn~P. ANTHOL. OF CHILDREN'S LIT .
STRAT[t; Y. POLI CY & CENTRAL ,..r;,1T.
ECONOMICS OF PUBLIC ISSUES

Wa dsworth
Holt Rinehart
Holt Rinehart
Southwestern
Harner & Row

oainter
neckham
perl ich/lesikar
pickett
oil tz

BIOLOr.Y TODAY
FOUIID. OF FOOD PREPARAT ION
INTRO TO BUS : A SOCIETAL APPROACH
WR ITINr. & REAOJNr. IN TECH. ENr.L ISH
CREATIVE TEACH. OF SCI. IN EL . SCH.

CR'~
Macmillan
Irwin
Haroer & Row
A11 vn & Bacon

rilu tchi k
ri chards
rilev/vounq
roberts
roethal

FOUND. OF EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
'!AN IN PERSPECTIVE
WORLD VEr.ETATI ON
UNOERSTANOINr. r.RA'1MAR
LOr. IC, SETS & NUMBERS

tiarner & Row
Random
Cambridqe
Harper & Ro"
Wadsworth

rvan/cooper
st . .John
saxton
sche ide l

rose

INTRO TO SOCIOLOr.Y
KALEIDOSCOPE · READINr.S HI ED .
FLORA OF S.E. WASH!Nr.TON
AMERICAN SCENE: SOCIAL PRnB. OF 70's
SPEECH C0"1M. &HUMAN INTERACTION

Rand ''cNa 11 v
Houqhton "i ff.
Outdoor Pict.
Wadsworth
Scott Foresman

sci. amer.
servi ce
simon
smith
smith et al

THE BJOSPIIERE
THE HUNTERS
CALCULUS
CREA. TEACH. OF SOC .ST . IN EL. SCH.
PRINC. OF "11CROB IOLOr.Y

Freeman
Prentice Ha 11
'lacmi 11 an
A11 vn & Bacon
'loshv

southwick
spi tznaqel
stanton
steiner
sti ll man

ECOLOr.Y & THE ENVTRON'IENT
SELECTED TOP ICS IN MATH.
FUND. OF ~ARKET ING
ISSUES IN BUSINESS &SOCIETY
r.UIDE TO PERSONAL FINANCE

Van Nostrand
Holt Ri nehart
'1cr.raw Hi 11
P.andom
Prentice Ha ll

stone/church
storer et al
s trauss/savles
strykowsk i
tel ford
thoman et al
themas
townsend/ burke
t rewa r tha
tvler

CH ILDHOOD &ADOLESCENCE, 3rd Ed.
t;ENERAL ZOOLOr.Y
PERS0t1NEL 3rd Ed.
OJVJNr. FOR FUN
EXCEPTIONAL INDIVIOUIIL, 2nd Ed .
GEOr.. OF ECONOMIC ACTIV !TY, 2nd
THE HARMLESS PEOPLE
STATI STICS FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER
FUND. OF PHYSICAL t;EOr.RAPHY
PSYCH. OF HW1AN DIFFERENCES

Ra ndom
'1ct:raw Hill
Prentice Hall
Dacor
Prentice llall
"1cr. raw Hill
Random
Macmi 11 an
•1cr.raw Hi 11
Apole ton

van riper
voeiker
walker
wanless
wanl ess

SPEECH CORRECTION PR ltiC. & METHODS
MASS MEDIA: FORCES IN OUR SOCIETY
MODERN METALWORKING
AERIAL STEREO PHOTOr.RAPHS
PLASTIC STEREOSCOPES

Prentice llall
Harcourt
r.oodheart Wilcox
Hubbard Sc i .
llubbard Sc i .

weichert
wei nherq
we l nqartner
wei ss
well s

ANATO!W OF THE CHORDATES
STAT IST ICS. AN INTUITIVE APP.
"1AC11IIHSTS READY REJ:'ERENCE
CASE STUDIES IN AMERICAN IIIDUSTRY
KI NES lOLOr. Y

"1cr.raw Hi 11
Wads~1orth
Prakken
Wilev
Saunders

welsch et al
wes ton/bri qham
wha lev/mal ott
wha 1ev/ma l ott
wl 11 i nqham

INTERl1EDIATE ACCTr. •• 3rd Ed.
ESSENTIALS OF MANAr.ERIAL J:' INANCE
ELEM. PRINC. OF BEHAVIOR
Bir. NEW'10THER MINO BQr.r.LINr.
AUOJT!tfr, CONCEPTS & "IETHOOS

Irwin
Holt Rinehart
Arioleton
Behaviordelia
"!er.raw Hill

wi sch11itrer
wolff
wriqhtsman
vln9er
vounq
zlf et al

DIS . r.uIOE F'lR CO'>.P . AriATl'\'1Y
PHILOSOPHY : A '.flDERN ENCOUNTER
SOCIAL PSYCH . HI THE SEVENTIES
TOWARDS A FIELD TIIEORY OF HUMAN BEH.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIAL SURV. & RESEARCH
~ARKETINt; A NEW PRODUCT

Freeman
Prentice Hall
Wadsworth
"1cl)raw Hill
Prentice Hall
'1aCf1111 l an

ATLAS &

9
9

2.25

3. 50

5

7.50
5.35
1.4 5

79

7.45
4 , 45
5.25
4. 45

30
19
6

33
6

15

2.45

21

2. 75

23
47

2 .45

6

4.50
4.7 5

9

25

51
5

20

1.10

2. 70
2.9p

3.95
2.60

16

3.45

lD

l. 60
l. 10

5

14
10
15

6 .4 5
2. 45
5. 25

13
50
66

2. 45
5. 00
5.75
3.45

6
6

2, 45

3Q

4.95
5. 45
5.95
l. 50
5.35
6. 45
. 95

20
B
9

24
5

15
18
23
20

1. 25
5.35
4. 45

6
6

5. 35
2.45
3.95
1. 45
. 95

8

25

19

15
58
6

17
21
16
15

14
CJ

14

7.75
4.95
l. 50
2.10
4. 25

6.45
6.00
3. 75
1.10
5. 45

5

2.60

8

5.80
5.45
5.45
5.45

10

30
13
10

1.40
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Concepts.Jndicate Fa11ure·
by Julie Kittleson
Staff Reporter

Classification: Tranquilizer with hallucinogenic properties.
Overdose potential: Yes.
'
Physical addiction: Possible with extended use.
NOTES:
This is a complicated, confused mess. To get it all in perspective we'll
flash bock to a recent episode of "Ironsides," starring Raymond Burr.
The dialogue went something like this:
Police officer: "look, Chief. look what I've found."
Ironsides: "Hmm.... (tastes an ominously packaged liquid). {He
grimaces.) It tastes like PCP. They've been using this on tobacco. This
is what has been killing all the customers in the tobacco shop."
Police officer: "What's PCP?"
Ironsides: "PCP is synthetic marijuana. It's pure, unadulterated
poison."

Meanwhile, let's flash to a typical Los Angeles apartm~nt house,
filled with freaks, who have been sitting around getting stoned on a
new drug called "Angel Dust," which is actually parsely. or mint
leaves sprayed with PCP.
First freak: Let's watch TV. Nothing on except Ironsides.

Affirmative Action Is a con·
cept that requires more than
n"eutrallty on race and sex. It
requires the college to deter·
mine whether It has failed to
recruit, employ, and promote
women and minorities commencerate with their abilities,
even If failure cannot be
traced to specific acts of
discrimination by the college.
"It must take Immediate
action
to eliminate
any
policies or procedures which
tend to lnequally affect
women· or minorities. It has
some very far-reaching effects," said Kenneth Dolan,
Assistant to the President,
about Eastern'• Affirmative
Action Program.
The program was enacted In
accordance with Executive
Order 11246 that requires
Institutions of higher learning
to "take affirmative" steps to
hire and promote groups that
have formerly been excluded
or under utilized, such as
minorities and women.

"Contractors employed by the
college will be requested to
s_,rovlde the college authorities with evidence of their
compliance with the Afflrma·
tlve Action requirement," said
Dr. Wayne Loomis, Director of
Facilities Plannlng.
What complying with the
Affirmative Action requirement Is depends upon the
amount of the contract. If It's
over $100,000 and between
14 and 30 people are
employed, then the state
requires that one minority
worker be hired.

worked out by minorities and
has the full endorsement of
the Washington State Board
Against Discrimination. The
contractors are now In the
third year of a five year plan
to recruit, train, and employ
minority persons In each of
the malor construction trades.

0

If the contract Is under
$100,000, the state doesn't
require hiring minorities, al•
though these contracts are
sublect to the college's own
Affirmative Action requirement. But, unlike the state,
the college doesn't have a set
quota for the hiring of
minorities and Dr. Loomis said
that some means of a11e11ln9
each contractor's overall •ff·
fort In the affirmative action
field will have to ~e devel•
oped. The opinion of the
Board of Turstees, Dr. Loomis
said, is
that the
state
requirement
should
be
applied at the $10,000 mark
instead of at $100,000.

Whether or f'IOt a contractor
adheres to the Affirmative
Action requirement wlll probably be determined by
monthly reviews. And the
consequences of not complyIng "would be a matter of
speculation, at this point,"
concluded Dr. Loomis.

J.

The Eastern Reformers first
project will be to present the
option to all Humanities and
Social Science courses at the I 00
and 200 level that in class room
situations where "quite a bit" of
lecturing tokes place there will
be the opportunity to attend
seminars once a week for that
particular class being taken.

They will break dow·n into
committies to approach each
department head to discuss the
Third freak: (After a while). Look! Those people are talking about One practice that has been
advantages of having seminars
affected
by
the
Affirmative
Angel Dust, they're talking about PCP.
for
lecture classes and the
Action Program is the anti•
benefits it has to the "total
First freak: (Listening carefully to above dialogue). Oh, no! We're all nepotism that occurs. "It has
learning experience of the
been
eliminated,"
Dolan
said.
According to Dr. Loomis, all
going to die! We're all being poisoned.
the contractors In Eastern
students involved." It is open to
Another area that Is affected
Washington subscribe to the
all students and faculty interSecond freak: Good god! What are we going to do? Who can we call
by the program
is contracting.
Home
Plan,
ested inthan
making
their
education
_..;...__.;;_.....;.
___
_ _ _ _.;...._ _ _
_ _Town
___
_ _which
_ _ _was
_ _....,. better
what
it is
at the
for help? etc., etc., etc.
Second freak: Well. okay. Help me find the knob.

End of oll this mess is a roomful! of freaks all on a bummer, and a
nation fu II of people who have been confused even more. than they
already were about THC, PCP and Angel Dust.

PCP first made its appearance in the summer of 1967 as "The Peace
Pill" in San Francisco. It is in reality a heavy animal tranquilizer
known as Sernyl or phencyclidine, which was originally sold by
Parke-Davis. When THC received a lot of publicity through media as a
research drug, the PCP- perpetrators started selling it a~ clinical THC,
because nobody yet knew the difference. When people got wise,
sales dropped off. Later on, someone got the idea of spraying it on
parsley, then mint leaves, and colling it "Angel Dust." (In some areas
this is a powder called "Angel Hair. " ) When asked what the
sprayed-on chemical was, the answer was often, "It's new. It's legal.
It doesn't hove a name yet because it's so new."

PCP, in its pure form as Angel Dust, seems very enjoyable at first.
However, repeated use cau:;es acute paranoia, probably worse than
speed, and is responsible fc.r many, many bummers. The trip, while
occasionally very pleasant, lends itself to being scary and
uncomfortable. A heavy chemical taste lin~ers in the air when it's
smoked, which should be the first sign that this is in no way on
organic substance. The chemical taste is usually the · clue if you
suspect your grass has been treated with PCP.

Another use for PCP seems to be as an additive to real
psyched-delics, to create phony "mescaline" or phony "psilocybin."
Recent analysis has indicated PCP, speed and low-grade acid being
sold as mescaline. If you try PCP and nothing seems wrong, our best
advice is: Be careful. This is a dangerous drug with high bummer
potential, and overdose potential even when smoked. I

This column was printed with the courtesy of the Do It Now
Foundation. For more Information, contact them at P.0. Box 5115,
Phoenix, Arizona. 85010
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POW Monument Built

present.

With Melted Bracelets

The meeting will start at 7 :30 in
Dryden 's Formal Lounge March

12. •

shall
do with my
POW-MIA bracelet," asked the
wife of one of the returning
prisoners of war.

for the Memorial, Mrs. Ewing._________________.

From this question Mrs. Ellen
Ewing of the Inland Register
newspaper had an idea. Her
idea: melt them down and create
a national memorial for the
POW's. Since then , Mrs. Ewing
said the Spokane Steel Foundry
has offered to melt the metal.
Harold Balasz, a local artist, hos
volunteered to do the project.

Both Associated
Press and
United Press International have
pub I icized the memorial. Mrs.
Howard Shively, of Spokane has
been active in promoting the
project. Members of the Catholic
Youth .~inistry have also helped.

"What

Interviewed last week, Mrs.
Ewing said she hos received over
1,000 letters containing bracelets. She reporter 501 letters
arrived one morning. Mrs. Ewing
listed letters from Pennsylvania,
New York, New Jersey, Illinois,
and Minnesota. Also received
were letters from Kentucky,
Georgia, and Montana. Each
b.-acelet contains the name of a
POW.
Arlington National Cemetery
and Independence Holl have
been discussed as possible sites
MEN·-WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMER I

No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect summer job or career. Send $2.00 tor
Information. SEAFAX Box 2049 • HI,
Port Angeles WA 91362.

said. One idea is to build a small
replica in Spokane, where the
project originated.

Mrs. Ewing noted many POW's
hove
come home or are on
their,,way. She urged wearers to
keep , these bracelets until the
men are . accounted for.

nbt

..,,::,-------------··
"WATCH and PRAY"

LENTEN VESPER SERVICES

A SJudy Of The Lord's Prayer
In 7;1,e Light OI Jesus' Suffering
TUESDAY, MARCH 8 at 7:30
American Legion Hall
Cheney
College Ave.
GETHSEMANE LUTHERAN CHURCH

Good Old Moun~io Bre-w:.

Rainier Beer.
Rainier Brewing Company. SHttle. W11hlngtOl'I

ALL RECORDS & TAPES
DISCO.U_NTED - ·
TO SA VE YOU MONEY!
-plus-

Rentals, Sales, Service ·
"We Know What We're Doing" at
235-6122
Te 8-8176

-C Town

& Country TV

----...•-----------at

Dennis Reedy-Satire-----------------..

an 't Judge Sexual Activity By Its Cover

You
Qnce upon a time
ago in the eastern
little country of
there was a small
made up of highly
people. The town wa
by a group of the
respected citiZ'ens
imposed their moral
all the people living

v·
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ommunity
righteous
governed
ost highly
nd they
values on
here.

maker.
Moral edicts eminating fror.n the
committee ranged from manners
to curfews, but the main concern
was to strictly control sexual
activity. A handbook of rules and
regulations were published and
rule one clearly stated that
sexual activity would be outlawed between unmarried persons of the opposite sex.
Anything not falling into this
category would be considered
legal.

This governing com ittee was
officially known as th'e Committee of the Morally Rig teous and
local tradition had t that its
members received their moral Another rule was that unmarried
insights directly from God. One people could not live together
of the members was Dr. James because this would lead to the
Flyswatter, the town' physician breaking of rule number one. In
and healer. Hal Bogd n, a wine commenting on this, Hal Bogdon
merchant and lor;1g tim upstand- said ' 11do not believe it would be
1
ing member of the cpmmunity, .hum.o nly possible for two memwas the leader of the qommittee. bers of the opposite sex' to spend
Other members of this elite even one night together without
group included the 'b tcher, the · having sexual activity. At least I
baker, and the ca die stick know I couldn't do it."

One day Hal Bogdon noticed that "Hello tree. Hello lamppost.
he had been feeling rath.e r Hello fence," said Bogdon as he
depressed the past few days. staggered down the street. The
"The responsibility of being an whole world was beginning to
example of moral righteousness spin and it was becoming harder
to a whole town would put a . and harder for Bogdon to stand
strain on any man," said Bogdon. up so he dragged himself over to
the nearest doorway and colOn that particular day fifty casks lapsed.
of wine had been delivered to
Bogdon's winery and since they After about an hour Bogdon was
all needed to be taste tested for awakened by someone who was
quality he decided then was as shaking him. He looked up and
good a time as any. By the time saw a blurry image of a woman
Hal Bogdon had finished tasting wearing something that looked
the fortieth cask he noticed that like long black nightwear. She
he had become rip roaring drunk helped him up and somehow
so he quit for the night. "I'll save managed to carry hirr into her
the lost ten for breakfast," bedroom and get him up on the
shouted Bogdon as he fell out of bed ofter which he passed out
his chair and landed on the floor. again.

Deciding that some fresh air
might be in order he walked
outside into the cool night air.

Hal Bogdon was awakened early
the next morning when the rays
of sunlight from the window fell
across his eyes. His head was

throbbing but he managed to
stand up. "Is anyone here?" cried
Bogdon but there w~s only
silence in the house. Stumbling
across the room over to the door
1
he opened it and walked outside
into the street.
The sun outside was very bright
and it caused him to squint. As
his eyes became accustomed to
the sunlight he saw many ladies
walking towards the market
place to do their daily shopping.
Bogdon noticed that a lot of the
women were pointing at him and
whispering among themselves.
Rumors throughout the little
town spread and the next day
Hal Bogdon received a summons
to come to a special · town
hearing being held that night.
Bogdon was being . tried for
breaking many of the rules he
himself had helped to initiate
including the
ones
against
cohabitation (!nd sexual activity.
At the courtroom ever seat was
filled with town's people, many
of which were the same women
Bogdon hod seen that day going
to market.
"Will the first witness please
toke the stand."
A woman walked up to the
witness stand and was sworn in.
"I was on my way to the market,
your honor, when I saw Hal
Bogdon come out of p strange
house," testified the women. "He
was squinting his eyes and it
looked as though he had been
inside all night."
Other witnesses were called to
testify and the general cohsen·
sus of the "market talk" was that
Hal Bogdon spent the night with
some unknown woman and had
sexual activities with her.
"In judging this case ," stated the
judge, "in order to find Hal
Bogdon gul ity of cohabitation
and sexual activity it is not
necessary to show proof beyond
a shadow of a doubt. All that is
necessary to convict Bogdon is a
preponderance of guilt. Consequently with what I have heard I
must find Hal Bogdon guilty of ... "
"Your honor,"
shouted
excited court official as he.
into the courtroom. "·The
known woman in this case
come forth to testify."

Sometimes flying standby
is mostly standing by.
That's why Northwest came up
with eserved Youth Fare.
out is great. But not at an airport.
Someti es, unfortunately, it turns out that
, though, we've done something
If you have any airline Youth Card, you can
get a res rved seat for 20% off. Make a reservation a d when flight time comes, just walk
in and t ke your seat along with all the other

important people. No waiting. No worrying.
No getting bumped off the plane when you
really wanted to go all the way home.
If you don't have a Northwest Youth Card,
you should. And you can get one at any Northwest ticket office or your campus travel agent.
(Be sure to bring along proof that you're
between 12-22.)
Next time you can't afford to wait, remember Northwest's Reserved Youth Fare. And
call your travel agent or Northwest Airlines.

FLY NORTHWEST ORIENT
.
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P.S. STANDBY FARES. To those of you who don't
mind standing by in airports and even
.
think it's sort of neat because you meet interesting
people there: your Youth Card can still get
you Northwest's regular standby youth
fare-40% off Coach.
__
_ _
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"By all means show her in," said
the judge.
As the wo-rtfdh) entered the
courtroom pandemonium broke
'out among the people. One of
the witnesses
fainted.
The
beautiful woman was ~till
dressed in the same dork clothes
she had been wearing the night
she had carried Bogdon into her
home.
"Sister Claudia," exclaimed the
judge as the nun sat down in the
witness stand.
.After the testimony of Sister
Claudia all charges were
dropped because no one dared
even imply that Hal Bogdon hod
had sexual activities with a nun.
Members of the Committee of
the Morally Righteous had been
shown the faults that existed in
their moral codes. Later on many
of the rules and regulations
governing cohabitation and sexual activity were either revised
1 or dropped by the committee and
things become normal once
a gain.
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Experience Is
The Key To Cage

!Apathy

I
Ii//

II

il
f: Experience is growth . That cannot be denied . To expand in a it:
t: positive manner means to reach out for change: Change in t

::::: yourself ... change in your environment. Your experience is .:::
:({ the key to that change, since every adventure enriches and (
::::: enhances your being.
::::

I

Ve,y few people would disagcee with that pcemise, but in

:;:: what respect do people consciously apply themselves to it?

Iir

Take the matter of attending college. Once people came here
;::: to absorb and experience any knowledge they could get their
:::: hands on . How often now does a student iust " do enough" for
an " A" , or " ju st hope to get enough credits to graduate"? Has
:::: that experien ce been cheapened, or has· .it just been
::::: " devaluated?"

t

I

f Everyone knows

:):)
::::
[:(:
::::

t\

that half the experience in college is the
bookwork. The other half consists of the people you meet,
the situations that you run into, and your reflections on
yourself. This experience may even prove to be far more
valuable in life than the bookwork ever will. It is your growth,
your depth , your richness of personality.

} , think it's t ime to ask if our growth 1s being stifled .

I
:=::

If
::::
(:(:
{

:=~
::::

i

Regarding your article of 1 Morch 1973,
c9ncerni ng cohabitation , w e find several
points for consideration.
1) Cohabitation can take place without
copulation.
2) The dorm is conducive to homosexuality and-or outosexuolity which may not be
better than cohabitation. Also, homosex·
uolity may be, in fact, more damaging to
Eostern's reputation than mere cohabitation.
3) It was stated in the article that, "Ogden ·
doubted that one could live with a
.member of the opposite sex without
sexual activity, and this Is against college
rules, on the college campus. ,However,
another point for consideration is those
students in Married Student Housing and
their activities.
4) The whole notion of a preponderance
of guilt is in direct and obvious violation to
students' Constitutional rights,
14th
Amendment, due process clause.

:::::

!:)~

:(:3
:::::

II\

:;::- your depth, if you don't experience things at all . . .. besides ::::
{ attending keggers every weekend, and making it through a :(::
school day without homework?

t.

l

The apathy is doing nothing to East ern . Eastern is a stru cture
tl,at isn't bothered by the absence of a breeze. Wh at that
apathy is destroying is you .

After the February 23rd home basketball
game, a fine example of Eostern's spirit of
sportsmanship was displayed when the
victorious Eastern Oregon team ran up to
tear down the "26 Home Gome Winning
Streak" sign. About five of Eostern's
"jocks"-chests expanding and muscles
tflexing--strutted over to take care of the
situation. The first Oregon player to come
happily down the bleachers was ordered
to give his portion of the sign bock. He
meekly gave it up and that port of the sign
was heroically recovered. The second
player was not so willing to give his part
away, whereupon one of the brave
Eastern students knocked his feet out
from under him and he proceeded to foll
down the bleachers. Somehow he
managed to throw his sign to one of his
teammates who escaped out~ide.

The action followed him outside where
two of the Eastern "heroes" felt the need
to hassle one of Oregon's small junior
varsity players. One of our students felt
that since Oregon had stolen Eostern's
sign, it was his right to take the Oregon
player's uniform. College logic. Finally the
player was punched and that port of the
episode ended. But Oregon still hod port
of our piece of paper and no way could we
let them get away with that, so the most
qualified people were coiled to the
scene--compus security.

Pick'' Objectionable

11

Dear Editor :
It is ci now opprioching springtime on
Eostern 's campus and once again we ore
faced with the roving photographer with
his "pick of the week." I om referring to
Mr. Simpson's weekly column begun lost
week. Does Mr. Simpson really feel he is
doing the campus a service?
First and foremost as a human being and
secondarily as a woman I find this totally
objectionable. Where were Mr. Simpson
and his camera during the workshops
sponsored by the Women's Commission
the past two Saturdays?

5) "Ogden made it clear that the 24 open
hours doesn't mean that a mole con spend
the nigth consistently with a female." To
hold this premise true (of inconsistent
cohabitation) contradict s Ogden's stand
articulated in No. 3.

Perhaps the question to ask should be
directed toward the women of this
campus . If women would refuse to be a
part of such latent exploitation these
photographers would not hove anyone to
be "pick of the week." If Mr. Simpson is
really open to suggestions, I suggest he
and
his
camera
focus
on
more
constructive images.

Five of the "men in b_lue" delayed the
Oregon team for almost half on hour
while they searched the vans for the
missing property. Meanwhile, the same
two Eastern students stood across the
street yelling oil sorts of courageous
phrases. Finally a triumphant security
man marched bock across the street with
the stolen sign in his possession. Sneers of
disgust went up from the audience
gathered on both sides of the street,
except, of course, for the two who felt
completely justified and self-righteously
carried the sign over to one of our
coaches who, if he'd hod his head on
straight, would have carried it right bock
to the Oregon coach and let him keep the
damn thing.

~ii::i:t:n:' ~~'!'n~i~~p:~i~~f;ke going , day without

l!l\ But behind the screen of Eastern's simpleton
::::
.. apathy, lies a bottomless sea of boredom .
~

\(\) There must be something more.
•:~:
} Ed Bruneau

activities and

I must confess that I, too, find the
·small talk of "movement women"
rather
tiresome.
My
respect for t heir accomplishments in the five years of
"liberation " is considerable. And
I do agree with their general
aims, even while deploring some
of their temporary diversions
(such as agitating for unisex rest
rooms and the right to drink at
oil-mole bars.) But their current
preoccupation with female
health clinics and medically
unattended abortions seems to
be foolish and dangerous.

Old Nellles?
In truth, when the so-coiled
liberated women discuss
matters of health and sex, they ore
not too for removed from the Old
Nellies in shawls, gathered
outside the sick
room
to
remem.b er bygone pregnancies,

stillbirths and major ope ra tion s earn ing a l ittle more today
tha t foiled.
because som e tough-minded, .
razor-tongued Wome ns Li b or·
" We tried le eches and poult ices," gonizer bludgeoned and shamed
you half expect them to soy, employer s into a new poi nt of
" and then we rubbed hi m all view. They mode them acknow·over with goose grease."
ledge that women, those frivolous sex ob jects. could perform
In defense of women, it could be almost any task as well as men .
said that they are now in a
difficult transition. Like the In barely five years we hove
blocks, like red Indians and watched women rise to admirals
ex-convicts, they are going and generals, even go to sea on
through a period of conscious ·bottle cruisers. If men no longer
upward-striving. They must se- surrender their seats in the
cure their new status, they must subway, it may be because they
make their new image so firm so have surrendered so much more
important, that it will wipe from out in the great world. Chiefly,
public memory the image of the myth of male superiority.
what they used to be.
But in establishing themselves as
There con be no doubt that the man 's equal,
women
hove
aggressors in the women 's created a new stereotype. That
movement hove eased the job is, the female chauvinist, the
militant demiwomon , the young
problem for all women . The harridan , who suddenly hates
soft-voiced, delicate ladies ore doctors because they ore mole
and rejects marriage because it's
exploitive and suffocating.

Mole Sex Oblects
Reading some of the recent
books and articles written by
(and presumably for) movement
women , one strong, clea r impression troubles my mind. The
liberated woman hos turned men
. into "sex objects."

Communes
Dear Editor:

Invasion of Privacy
Fellow students : This is an appeal to
review the exi sting dorm rules regarding
an individual's right to privacy.

. I, am asking your cooperation in printing
this letter so that I may reach the general
student population.

Constitutional law provides the right to
privacy at home and for some people the
dorm room is home. The college is a
londlord--nothing more. As such it has no
more right to invade the privacy of
tenants and dictate special restrictions
than on apartment landlord would.

I om attempting to accumulate some
mear,ingful data for a serious study on
American communes. To that end, I wish
to reach os many communes os possible.

I

AGAIN •• !

C.

"

I will begrateful if students, graduate and
under-graduate, who ore living in
communal sit uations, will write me
indicating willingness to receive a
questionnaire and-or to be interviewed.
Size of commune is unimportant; 3 or 4
peopl-., up to any number.

,\\ 1/.~
,-.

Since[ely,
Mae T. i Sperber
26 West 9th Street, 9E
New York, New York 10011
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If you doubt this, read some of
the guide books and sex
manuals the sisterhood hos been
turning out. And that brings me
to another troublesome point-·
this curious mystique of sisterhood. It's comforting for women
fighting a long, hard bottle to
feel that they hove a certain
solidarity. But there's something
immature about oil this "sisterhood" worship. It's something
most females outgrow with their
Girl Scout uniforms. Or om I
unaware of some mysterious
bond forged in adversity and
shored only by All Us Girls?

Whole Earthy Women
Tl, ese mixed thoughts about
women were set off by the
arrival of a new book, " Our
Bodies, Our selves, " on underground best-seller now being
published by Simon & Schuster. It
is a book that promises to do for
the women 's movement what
"The Whole Earth Catalog " did
for communes. It is stuffed with
the kind of advice and suggest ions t hat would make ou r
grandmothers ask, " What is t he
w or ld com ing to?"
Compiled by the Boston Wome n's
Health Collective, t his illustrated
manual te ll s w omen how to
con trol t heir bod ies so that they
may better control the ir lives. It
provides more detail s about
bi rth co ntrol , lesbi ani sm and
venerea l d isease t han some
women might wish to know. But
there's a sp lendid chapter on
rope (how to ovoid it, what to do
it it happens) and some wise
instructions on baby core.

I'm not going to suggest that you immediate ly cont act the
local· Red Cro ss, or start a campus wide campaign. You r
ind ividual apath y mu st be resolved by you , so that you can
experience growth and enjoy what depth and w isdo m you
have acqu ired .

I

Time was when a woman's
·conversation was something a
man could overheor--or join
in--with perfect ease. Women
talked about their hair, their
children, their gardens. Now,
sold my outraged friend, even
the nicest women talk about
abortions and orgasms and
"sexism." Worse, he said, they
talk of these things in the
language most men find embarrassing "in front of ladies." Now,
Lord help us, the locker room
talk originates with the ladies.
This does not, he said, constitute

social progress.

Concerned Students of Political Science

Koren Lannen

Isn't it time to bring Eastern's rules in line
with constitutional rights? Or shall we
concentrate on ·renaming ourselves the
Eastern Apathetics.
Roger Shelton
Junior, Gen Studies

N EW YORK, N.Y.--A mole chauvinist of my acquaintance says he
is all in favor of Women' s
Liberation and doesn't core if ·hi s
daughters become brai n surgeons or camel drivers. But why.
he asked in anguished tones,
can 't they stop talking about the
movement?

. Regards,

Consider this: a whole picture was
devoted to th is woman's body but only
one line to what she was as a person.

People live together in houses, apartments and hotel rooms. Why not dorm
rooms? What right does this institution
hove to keep people from living together?

Sisterhood ••••••••••• Harriet Van Horne

The contradictions and lack of consistency
in this logic con only lead to further
student repression and ought not be
allowed.

()j):

1

Apathy at Eastern is as evident as the sun rising to meet the
morning dawn. How can you expect to experience anything if
you dqn't really care if you experience things at all? My next

: 1:_i:_1:_::

Eastern er:

Leilani Williams
NEWS 1,DITOR

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Brian Mottaz

Copulation Considered

It would be interesting to find out what
Eastern Oregon i s saying about the punks
that go to Eastern Washington. Of course,
it's only a small percent of the student
body that feels the need to punch people
out ofter every game. But what con we do
about this small group? Maybe if we oil ·
get together and beat the hell out of
them ...

II
l\\]

.
~

What still dismays me, however,
is the essential narcissism , the
total lock of humor, the awful
self-absorption behind many of
the comments . A reader does not
feel that liberation hos brought
joy to these women, despite the
new sexual freedom and the
astonishing number of lesbians
who hove "come out." Reading
the book, however, one begins
to understand why men ore
bored by liberation talk, Frankly,
it is a bore.

::::.

f~.·
{
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Eastern Has Equipment Added·
Eastern 's UNIVAC computer system i s d ue for completion thi s
week, said W . Thomas Trulove,
A ss istant Profe ssor of Economics.

Science,
pology.

History,

and

Anthro-

Another spokesman, Or. David C.
B
·
f E
·
·d h
unting o
conomtcs, soi t e
program has "tremendous acaTrulove said the project is
demic application." He said one
awaiting approval from the State
use for computers is simulation.
Computer Coordinator. Once
With computers, Bunting said,
approval is given, finishing
one could make a mathematical
touches will be added. F'1ve
I ·
f th
US
ana ys,s O
e
· · economy.
deportments are involved : Eco" Computers do 30,000 calculonomics, Sociology, Pol 1
· t·1cal
t·
d " h
dd d
---------------•-o_n_s_p_e_r_s_e_c_o_n_,__e_a__e_.

How many animals will be
around in 50 years? For the
anthropoligist he said computers
could offer a simulated answer
h'
,
A th
to
is question.
no er example is Political Science . What
are t h e recent voting tren d s ?
Computers could give a detailed
answer.

Bunting said one problem facing
the term·,nal ·, slack of staff. Most

of the staff are faculty members,
with little time to learn the
computers. He said the situation
was "like a typewriter without a
ribbon."
Bunting called computers, "One
of the few areas where a person
can teach himself." Computers
will be available· first to faculty
only. Eventually students w'1II be
allowed to use the facilities, he
said.

A proposal to make changes In
the Student Conduct Code and
Judicial Act will be made at the
Next Legislative meeting said
Pat O'Oonnel, A.S. Vice Presiqent recently.
O'Donnel explained that at the
present time, the way the
student conduct code reads, the
person filing the complaint can
decide where the case goes. It
was discovered that of all the
complaints registered none hove
gone to the student court, they
have instead been sent to Al

or the Oisiplinary Com-------------------------------11 Ogden
mittee. This makes the student
I
•
court totally ineffective. The

Dollar D rops l nto D eva,uat,on ...

W_h_e_n_E_a-st_e_r_n_W_a_s_h-in_g_t_o_n_S_ta_t_e. .~~:~:e~h~r:h~~s

by

Rick Shultz
Staff Reporter

Why is the dollar plunging on
foreign markets?

\

Thomas W . Bonsor, EWSC economist, cited four r easons. He said
one cause was the U.S. trade
deficit in 1972-6 .5 billion. The
t rade deficit in 1971 was $2.7
billion , the first U.S. trade deficit
in 75 years.

devaluation. In Germany the
dollar dropped from 3.225 to
2.9000, a 10 percent plunge.
Dollar devaluation caused the
Germon more to rise 10 percent.
Whenever one currency devalues, he said , another rises.
He said these events caused a
chain reaction. Speculation resulted. Foreign countries were
forced to shut down their

exchanges,
and
the
dollar
de-valued. As in
Germany,
currencies in some countries
rose. Not every nation followed
the German example, though.

How will this affect the folks at
home?" One can expect import
prices to rise, but not necessarily
to the extent of de-valuation,"
Bonsor said.

HI THERE! I AM

No one expected the December,
1971 devaluation to have on
immediate effect on the 1972
deficit, Bonsor said. Economists
noted "things were not going
according to script. " Another
factor was the Nixon administration's sudden shift from Phase II
to Phase Ill, he noted. He said
many experts doubted if the
move would halt the rising
inflation.

AN APTER'O<, A
WINGLESS BIRD
WITH HAIRY
FEATHERS.
HOWAOOUTA
LITTLE ACTION ?

Bonsor also mentioned "loose
talk" in high places in the United
States and Europe favoring

College student complete preregistration this quarter, 90
per cent will get their first choice
of coµrses, while 97 per cent will
get the.ir second choice through
use of ~n· advanced compute r
pre-regi,s fration system.

t~::~ :~1 ~:

heard.

SPRING FLING!
March 16-18
Are you tired of the books?
Are Finals getting you down?

Previously
academic
deportments decided what courses
were to be offered and student
selection was on a first-come
first-served basis with virtually
no way to access student needs.
In some coses studen·ts had to
make complete schedule readjustments, Delbert L. Liljegren,
EWSC registrar, said.

Check out the Spring Fling
sponsored by Campus Cr.usade
for Christ March 16-18th.
The weekend is designed to
teach Christians how they can
experience a much fuller life.
There will be students from
WSU , University of Idaho, and
other campuses here in Eastern Washington.

"Now in . tt:ie second quarter of
service, computer registration
has proved to be efficient for
students,
administration
and
individual deportments," he said.

Take a break from everything.
Take a weekend and enjoy the
fellovaflip with other Christians. ; ·

"A nation-wide registration procedure survey by EWSC staff
members was conducted several
years ago on a number of major
colleges and universities to
determine the most efficient
method of registration.

The Fling begins at 7 pm on
Friday right after you are done
with finals, and ends Sunday
noon, so that you can get home
for a full weeks vacation.
The cost is only $12.00.
For more information

"The best methods were selected ·
and incorporated into the total
EWSC
registration
package,"
Liljegren said.

A!"rangements for setting up a
framework for organization al
structure required to lnstitu·
tionalize the internship concept of UVA [University Year
for Action] are nearly complete, said UVA Director
Bruce M itche ll.

Institutionalization would e n·
able the college to direct,
control and act as paymaster
to the internship program,
thus transferring responsibility from the Federal government to Eastern.

ACTION is a growing movement of volunteers out to help people
help the mselves. It's the Peace Corps and VISTA, helping people
overseas and right down the street. Please don't crawl under a rock.
Get into ACTION today.

800-424-8580 ~

It is expected that, beginning
Fall '73, approximately 25
students will be place d in
Spoka ne agencies fo r a ye a r's
internship. They will be
e nrolled In courses relevant
to a gency activities and
e ducatio na l goals, Mitche ll

Goal of the internship organizers Is to have all Interested
students at EWSC experience
an internship period. The
interns will develop a sense
of professionalism before
they begin their careers and
so have an advantageous
edge when seeking employment, said Dr. Mitchell.

CHARTER .FLIGHTS

MOIi!
H U NDRE D S OF WAYS TO
PAV YOUR COLLEGE
EXPENSES EASILY

said .

Students participating in t he
internship program through
tha Center fe r Community
Deve lopment at Eastern wlll
a cquire a mino r In Community
Deve lopme nt. Such students
could have program courses
supplemented for graduation
requirements.
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New Station Hailed For
Better Campus Protection
The city of Cheney, and consequently the Campus, has a new
and• completely modern fire
station that should provide much
improved fire protection for
both.
Maynard W. Haskins, Cheney
Fire Chief, said today that the
$300,000 facility should be in
operation by the end of March.
The new station located on the
corner of 4th and D streets in
Cheney has definite advantages
of location compared to the old
one. Closer proximity to the
campus and a more central
location with a downhill run to
the business district were considerations in choosing the building site. Also, radio reception is
improved by the higher location.

.

I months to build, is Cheney's most

The Cheney Fire Department 1
I
operates with seven full time \
positions and thirty volunteer
firemen. Many people may be 1
interested to know that Eastern \
students are eligible and en- '
couraged to become volunteer
firemen. Twelve of the current
list of vounteers ore campus
residents. One full time em- \
ployee of Campus Security will
be located in the new station. His
function will be to operate the
emergency
communications
switchboard which will be linked
to Campus Security, County Fire
District No. 3 office, Cheney
Police Department and the
County Sheriff's office.
1

The new station, which took four

modern building and some of the
improved facilities include sleeping quarters for 12 men, a
complete kitchen, modern classrooms with up to date instructional aids, a truck area with no
internal supports except the four
walls, which vastly improves the
parking, maintenance and training space, modern hose storage
area, more and better office and
storage space and an issue room
for the Cheney Emergency
Welfare Food Bank.
"I believe Eastern and President
Shuck deserves a lot of credit for
their progressive leadership in
encouraging Cheney residents
by word and example to
modernize
facilities
and
methods", said Haskins.

ROTC Offers Financial Assistance
Are you looking for ways to
better your financial outlook for
the remainder of your college
work? Are you interested in a
curriculum which will insure you
immediate employment after
graduation? The Military Science
Department at Eastern offers
positive answers to both of these
questions via their three year
scholarship program.
Major John R. Sims, Military
Science Department, said Monday that interested students may
apply through the end of April
for these scholarships which
provide free books, tuition and
fees paid plus $100.00 per
month for subsistence. These

.meet the
eligible.

scholarships
ore
awarded
through
application
to
the
Military
Science
Department
here, where they are considered
by a local screening board and
then forwarded to the Department of the Army to enter
nationwide competition.

requirements

are

Considerations used for selection by the national board are;
cumulative GPA, leadership potential
as demonstrated
in
extra-curricular activities and
sports, and performance in
Freshman Military Science.

Basic qualifications requirements ore satisfactory physical
exam, completion or current
enrollment in freshman Military
Science and at least 17 years of
age with a further stipulation
that one must be no older than
25 on June 30th of their
groduation year. Veterans who

Graduates are commissioned as
Second Lieutenants and called to
!active duty for a four year tour.
Interested students are invited to
contact the Military Science
1
Department
oo campus
!further
information.

Opportunity In Guadalajara
The opportunity to study in
Guadalajara, Mexico is offered
to students by the member
institutions of the Northwest
Council of Colleges. The purpose
of the program is to utilize the
resources of a foreign country in
studying and to give students a
knowledge of another way of
life.
The curriculum varies from
quarter to quarter but usually
includes all levels of History,
Anthropology, Sociology~ Art,
and
Spanish.
Students
are

required to take Spanish either
in advance of or during their stay
in Mexico.
Housing arrar:igements are made
for those students wishing to live
with a Mexican family. Transportation to the school by bus is
arranged by the office of
International Programs at a cost
of $95 for round trip or $55
one-way. A tourist card must be
purchased before crossing the
border. The total cost for the
program is $185, which includes
tuition and a ·field trip.

--------------------------11!1•
.....
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YOUR CHOICE!
Y2 gal. Bath Oil or Creme Rin se
s11, ea
Che n ey Drug

41 0 - 1st
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A BRICK IN YOUR TANK•lt no tiger, but It will help conserve precious watfr In the Cheney area. Shown are
students from speech 200 In a dramatization of their prole~t.
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*WOMEN'S
HAIR CUTTING.
2nd floor - PUB
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The Univ'fJ.rsity Of Washington

The Campus Is Big
A nd So Is Survival
by Midge Howard
Correspondent
Anyone en·tering a situation
where he is one of more than
33,000 persons is bound to feel a
little disoriented
unless he
himself takes steps to the
contrary.

Two and a half years later
returned to the University armed
with an Associate in Arts and
Sciences degree and 90 transferroble credits--my distribution
requirements and other such
nonsensical necessities fulfilled.

Favorable Return
· Wi1h only two years left and just
my major requirements to worry
I entered the Universjty of
about I found I could appreciate
Washington Fall Quarter of
the campus mor e.
1969. As a freshman pre-major,
I found myself in classes taught
The University of Washington is
by graduate students. I knew the
exactly like other schools with a
names of two of my four
relaxed attitude. And it is
professors--one because he lecexactly like other schools in that LIFE AT THE u OF W makes one feel lust a little bit small. TH• picturesque bulldln91 tower over the 33,500
tured to the 400 of us three times
one can dedicate himself to students that attend there. The U of W 11 about five times the size of Eastern.
a week, and one because he had
being a library jock if he so
written the text the T.A. used in
quarter, code the line numbers so they can pay their $188. For
wishes. No one looks over your
class. My other two classes were
on O cord, and wait for the others their schedules look as
shoulder to see If
you've
taught
wholly
by
teaching
comput er to do the rest. All . though they had gone th rough
completed your distribution reassistants who asked that we
33,000 cards are fed into the the looking glass. With inacquirements. Students are replease try not to interrupt their
computer at the same time so curate class schedules in hand
sponsible only to themselves.
'office hours' as they, themthere is no advantage or and change-of-program cards
Things like distribution requireselves, had papers to write.
disadvantage in having been signed by the proper indiviments either take care of
aual ( s), these people stand in
early or late in registering.
themselves quarter by quarter or
An adviser in the College of
line for on hour and a half to
become a problem when graduEducation informed me that most
become unfolded, despindled ·
Unfavorable
Return
ntion nears.
freshman- and sophomore- level
Along about three weeks hence, and nonmutilated. Lit tle realizing
classes were taught this way, so Registration for clas~es is a
students begin to get copies of that they are only one in 33,000
I'd better get used to it. After relatively simple procedure, al- their new class schedules. For they mutter and swear and
ten such unfortunate weeks I though you wouldn't know it by some it has been an easy endure the wait.
transferred to a community the results. You plan your
process--all they have left to do Once the quarter hos st arted,:
college of about 6,800 students. schedule for the upcoming is wait for their fee statements however, U.W. st udents settle
· down to routine--in t he quad, on i
the HUB lawn, in t he HUB, in one
of t he libr aries or even in class.
Some join ASUW commissions.
Some t ry to proselytize fe llow !
student s t o their causes. The
HUB lobby is al w ays l itte red with
leaf let s from the t ables manned I
there.

I, .,,. .,. .,~.....

Some spend t heir days in th e
HUB games area shoot ing pool,
bowl ing, ployin g pinbal l, p lay ing
bridge. O thers v o lunt eer t heir
t im e to d aycare centers, free
schools, t ut o ring . A few become
professional guinea pi gs--inv o lving them selves in med school
research.

.t....i,i,i:.l::~~t.,:!'lj'.'f

Mostly we go t o school; attend :
classes ; t alk to someone in I
t .
between ; go home to dor m ,
A IN ' IN
house, apartment, o r wherev er, IT'S
RAINING
AG
and hopefu lly, eventually, w e SEATILE, a famfllar weather
graduate.
condition on the w a y to classes.

TAKING A BREAK in the Evergreen room, a student can study, relax, and grab a quick bite t o eat. Most of
the studens who attend t he U of W do not live on campus.

For Your Study Break, Stop at

* TRAINING

For all your favorite beverages,
inc~uding quarts t;, gallons to go

Find :out why vie .
call it Moµntain Fresh.

Rainier Beer.

Bill1 s Tavern

*
OPENINGS IN SALES
MANAGEMENT, PERSONEL
MANAGEMENT AND SALES!

Ill'
TAVERN
405 - 1st

MANAGEMENT

Chene

at Company Expense
Excellent Company Benefits and
Liberal Training Allowances·.

*OPPORTUNITY

To Earn High

Income after Training and •
to Qualify for a Trip to Acapulco!

YOU MUST BE COLLEGE TRAINED!

11ami11 Brewing Company, Seattle. Wahington

Send Resume To:

FIDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE
.2400 SW 4th Ave. Room 200
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It was all rig·h l if he
were sleepy the first
4 hours. So he didn't
get n1ueh studying
done - at least his
nose didn't run. l1ut
the added drowsiness
fron1 the 12-hour eold
eapsule n1a.v noL turn

off for his first It,eturP ... ,lnd h<.) still he.ts two n1orv to g·o. I le n<.)cds
th<..) sort of rclitif of c<>n1n1011(·0Id syn1pto111s that (~or.\'han ·-I) offprs.
Cory ban-I) ean prov id<.) r<.)li<.\f of (·0111111011 cold sy111pton1s,
hut in 4-hour portions. Il 111uy l1lc.lkti you dro\vsy too, hut you
ean lin1t\ laking· Coryhun-I) so you won't g·c.)t addvd drowsiness
when you don't want it. (So111c.\tin1t\s it's \Vorth <.'ndurin.~ eon1n1on
told syn1plon1s for a whilt) in ordt)r to stay ukirl.) l·k)sidt\s, in
son1<..) l<.ieturps it's hard lo stav
. awuk<.) anvwav.
. .

-CORYBAN-D
( :( ) I "' I ) ( ;J\ I )S l I I S
J

.J 1:

The 4·hour cold capsule system
that helps you beat the system.

A o,v,s,on of Pfizer Pharmaceu11c a1s
N ew York New York 100 17

.... . •-.14_• ... ·- • •...... - - ·- .. .. •

.,.
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' llie

Named to the NAIA Dl1trlct I all-star team ye1terclay wa1 l:astern·,
rec:ord•1ettlng center Dav• Hayden. The AII-EVCO pivot man lolne~
Central'• Rich Hanson, Whitworth star Gene Rostvold and Jim Volz of
Whitman College as the Ea1tern Wa1hlngton representatives. Junior
guard Dave Kallnow1kl received honorable mention.

@ffi~U@C?CJ@C?
s

NAME

G

FGA

Kalinowski , D .
Kaut.:, D.
Stautz, Al
Picard , B .
Hayden, o.
Watson, Rob
Meeks , L.
Hite, B.
Hook, Steve
Railsback , D .
Schutjer, R .
McAlister , J .
Anderson, C.
Heutink, R .
McGowan , D .
Other

25
19
24
22
24
17
21
25
24
14
18
7
6
7
2
4

217
17
77
65
320
62
185
118
406
15
157
21
12
28
12
10

EWSC Totals
Opp. Totals

25
25

1712
1800

FGM
90

6
5

41.S
29 .4
59 .7
35.4
53 .7
50.0
50.3
51. 7
42.9
33.3
49.7
47.6
. 8.3
39.3
50 .0
50.0

811
737

47 .4
40.9

s

46
23
172
31
93
61
174
5
78
10
1
11

FTA

FTM

78
19
22
29
129
17
72
57
72
3
23
10
1
9
3
4

58
12
12
16
71
7
52
37
45
2
20

551
502

PCT

AST

REB

127

0
8
1
2

74.4
63.1
54.S
55.2
55.0
41.8
72.2
64.9
62.6
66 .7
86.9
60 .0
0.0
88 .9
33.3
50.0

56
12
39
71
322
26
191
135
143
8
27
10
1
10
5
7

31.? 9
358

62.4
71 .3

411

6

so

25
37

'!'I
17
31
19
77
2
48
4
7
25
3
4

AVE

TP

AVE

2.2

238
22
104
62
415
69
238
159
393
12
176
26
2
30
13
12

9.5
I. 2
4.3
2.8
17.3
4. 1
10.8
6.4
16.4
.9
9.8
3.7
.3
4.3
6.5

1971
1832

78.8
73 .3

.6

1.6
3.2
13 .4
1.5
9. 1
S.4
6.0

.6
1.5

1.4
.2
1.4
2.5

1060
988

42.2
39.5

FAST AND FURIOUS-ls the only way to describe the game of ping
pong. Four tables are provided In the Fieldhouse for EWSC table

EVERGREEN TOTALS

Kalinowski, D.
Kautz, D .
Stautz, Al
Picard, B.
Hayden, D.
Watson , Rob
Meeks, L.
Hite, B .
Hook , s.
Railsback, D.
Schutjer, R .
MCAiister, J.
Heutink, R .
McGowan, D .

12
9
12
10
12
6
10
12
12
7

EWSC Totals
Opp. Totals

4
4
2

89
7
27
26
160
13
57
51
1 BO
8
112
7
7
1

12
12

745
804

11

40
18
10
83
6
33
24
82
2
59
3
2
0

44 .9
42 .9
66 .7
38 .5
S 1. 7
46 .2
57 .9
47 . 1
45 .6
25 .0
52.7
33.4
28.6
0.0

35
9
7
13
70
4
27
1.s
34
2
16
2
5
1

365
325

48.9
40.4

251
224

J

30
6
3
8
41
1
20
9
24
. 1
14
2
4
0

163
153

70.6
50.0
87 .5
100.0
80.0
0.0

67
21
15
25
16
3
14
9
38
2
36
0
9
0

64.9

255

85.7
66.7
42.9
61.5
58.6
25 .0
68.9
56.3

33
4
12
26
131
6
72

59
71
8
21
2
6
0
451

432

68.3

2 .8
3
1.0
2.6
10.9
1.0
7.2
4.9
S.9
1.1

110
12
39
28
207
)3
86

l

.5
1. 3
0.0

132
8
8
0

9.2
1.3
3.3
2.8
17.3
2.2
8 .7
4.8
1s. 7
.7
12.0
2.0
2.0
0.0

37 .6
36.0

893
803

74.4
66.9

,Q

57

188
5

Wayerski Sweeps
By Joe Fleming
Sports Reporter.

Intramural Roundup
Spring intramural deadlines will
be closing soon after the start of
Spring quarter, so enter now and
avoid the rush.
Men 's, women 's softball - deadline for entering is April 6.
Women 's softball - deadline is
April 13.
Bowling - April 6 is last day to
enter.
Singles handball and paddleball
\eague - Cut-off is April 13.
Riflery - Will he held only Spring
quarter (May 7-10).
Umpires are needed for men 's
and women 's softball. Sign up in
HPE 252.
Women 's basketball - The A
league champion is Wallbangers
United. There was a three-way
tie for first in the B league

between 8th Foulers, The Team
and E&M ANimals No. l.
Co-ed volleyball - Play-offs begin
tonight at 6 :30 in the Fieldhouse.
Men 's basketball - B league
champs Heaven 's Devils upset A
league champions Rusty Dildoes
87-83.
Foosball - The doubles champions were John Gorset and
Songsak Vangsirirungruang. Dan
Fleshman captured the singles
title. Co-ed champs were Monte
Taylor and Marion Schetzina.
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
(FINAL STANDINGS)

w L
Grecian Argonauts
Greenwood I
Fertile Flats
Erotics I
Savages
Benwa Balls
Mighty Moores
Greenwood 11
Erotics II

6
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1

0
1
1
2
3
4
4
4
5

AMERICAN BOWLING LEAGUE
FINAL STANDINGS
W L
Tokawanee
18 6
6th Floor Pearce
15 9
White Trash
14 10
13 11
Primos
The What
B 20

NATIONAL BOWLING LEAGUE
FINAL STANDINGS
W
TUL
20
Chowcilllians
18
Savage 4
1S
LS DJ's
8
Loaf Pinchers
8
Sugar Plums
6

w
21
19
15
6
5
2

will attend a variety of I
instructional
sessions
and .
social events , both at EWSC
and the Holiday Inn-West.
On
campus
housing
for !
participants is in short supply.
EWSC residence Hall students
in single rooms are being
asked to help the college host
this group by inviting a
participant to share their
room during the convention.
Marianne Hall , Assistant

L
3
5
9
18
19
22

The championship was rolled off
March 1. TU L was the top team
followed by Tokawanee. Third place
was a tie between FIWG and 6th Floor
Pearce.

easy book
befo,e you
read a

tough one.

WSU was second with 62.50,
followed by Seat tle U. wit h 54.90
points. The No Names nearly
dominated all events which
include the uneven parallel bars,
balancing beam, floor exercise
and vaulting horse. Besides Ms.
Wayerski's first place finishes,
Bunny Moody, Becky Mustard ,
Ei leen Delapp and Teri Humphrey placed well in all events
they entered.

Ease into tough reading
assignments. Cliff's Notes
~11"'.;iill"'..iir:;..,,-.:;.a give you a head
start toward
understanding
novels, plays and
poems. More than
200 tit les always
available at your
booksellers. Send
for FREE t itle list
... add 1~ and
we'll include a
handy, reusable,
waterproof drawstring book bag.
Cliff's Notes, Inc.• Lincoln, Nebr.
68501.

The victory closes out the regular
season schedule for the No
Names, who will now concentrate on the nationals to be held
in Des Moines, Iowa, April
19-20-21. Eastern will be represented in the nationals by Ms.
Wayerski , Ms. Moody, and Jo Jo
McDonald.

Ecology ... w•'r• working on Ill
During the past 14 years Cliffs
Notes has used over 2,400.000 tons
of paper using recycled pulp.

SHOW ALTER'S ·
HALL

FAC
1Sc $1

Convention To
Be Staged Here
EWSC is hosting the NorthDean of Student Services is
west District Convention of
coordinating
this
effort
the American Association of
through her office in ShowHealth , Physical Education
alter 115. Any student, male
and Recreation on March 8th,
or female, who would be
9th , and l 0th, 1973. Bob Barr,
willing to host a guest should
Conventio n Director ~toted
contact their residence hall
that between 400 and 600
director or Ms. Hall before
participants from the NorthMonday, Morch 5th.
west
Uni ted
States
and
Alaska are expected. They 1•-mil_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .

L
4
6
13
16
16
18

EMPIRE BOWLING LEAGUE
FINAL STANDINGS
FIWG
Moo-MOOS
Farmers
Snakes
Slugs
Ben's Brigade

Read an

Team Captain Jeanne Wayerski
won all four events and the all
around honors as the host No
Names scored 88.25 points for a
three-way team v ictory last
Saturday.

°

0

-

Schooners
Pitchers

2 - 3:30 FRIDAY

- ---------------------·

RESEARCH
ALL TOPICS
Brewed _with pure
Northwest mountain water.

Rainier
Beer.
er~no·_comp,ny. s,attt~:
w11til!!lf0n

:Rain~

Women's Panties
3 pr - $1 °0

•
•

Women's
Fashion Shoes
Make Us Your
One-Stop
Shopping Center

Send for your descriptive, up-to-date,
168-page, mail order catalog of 2,800
quality research papers. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage and handling.
RESEARCH UNLIMITED
519 Glenrock Ave., Suite 203
Los Angeles, Calif. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
Prewritten Materia ls - $2.50 per page
Original Research - $4.50 per page
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Link Squad Readies
By Butch Brown
Sports Editor

Three returning lettermen and
several outstanding freshmen
and transfer students will make
up the nucleus of Eastern's 1973
golf team when they open their
season against Whitman Coll ege
March 16 and 17 at Walla Walla.
Coach Don Kallem's six man
squad will be headed by Colville
junior Mark Running, a two-year
let.terman who competed last
year in the NAIA tourney at
Roswell, New M exico. Backing
him up will be one-letter winners
Vince Monaco and Joe Mclaughlin. Monaco is a sophomore out
of University High in Spokane
and Mclaughlin, also a sophomore, did his link work at Lewis
and Clark High.
Kollem named transfer students

Mike Lemm (Clarkston), Mike
Harmeson {Ephrata), John Moli tor (Ephrata) and Dove McGee
(Spokane ) as potential starters.
Among the outstanding freshmen are John Allen (Spokane ),
Jerry Smith {Spokane) and Dave
Suyter (Ritzville). Al so named by
Kollem as freshmen prospects
were Randy Allen (Oak Harbor),
Kevin Anderson (Spokan e) and
Larry Ham (Cheney).
Hoquiam senior Ed Backholm
and Richland Junior Peter Turping are
non-lettermen
who
competed last year and will also
be vying for one of the six
starting spots.
Kollem said he felt the competition should be wide open as the
No Names lost three of their first

four men from t h e ·1972 District I
championship squad.
The linksters wtll get their
toughest test early in the year
when they travel to Clarkston for
the Banana Belt Tournament. A
large number of Pacific Northwest schools will field teams for ' ,
the March 23, 24 e vent.
~....
"'

EWSC Knocks
Whits In OT
Coach Jerry Krause's cager
squad closed out the ir 1972-73
season last Wednesday with a
69-65 overtime triumph over
cross-town rival Whitworth. The
win gave the No Names a 1 5- 10
record for the year.
The Eastern defense held Whit- .,,
worth's leading scorer, Gene ~
Rostvold, to just six markers in
the first half as they ran up a
EVERYONE'S A WILT CHAMBERLIN-when you play intramural water
43-30 intermission l ead. Senior basketball. Come out to the pool tonight and watch the aqua freaks
forward Steve Hook hit several do their thing.
outside buckets and conned l 5
points to lead the first period
surge.

Folda Squad Nabs Win

The Spokane-based Pirates took
advantage of Eastern 's slowdown tactics at the outset of the
second half and whittled away at
the margin as Rostvold connected
for
14 points and
narrowed the margin to one with
just over three minutes to go. A
Doug Parker field goal moved
the Whits ahead 58-57 with 2:45
showing on the clock. AII -EVCO
center Dave Hayden then sunk a
pair of free tosses and a layin to
put the No Names back on top at
61-58.
Up by two with 16 seconds left,
Krause's squad was whistled for
a foul and Rostvold sunk both
ends to send the affair into
overtime. Hook gunned in five
straight points and Hayden
dominated the defensive end of
the court to sew up the Eastern
victory.
Hook netted 25 tallies to control
game scoring
honors while
Rostvold meshed 24 for the
Whits. Hayden and Al Stautz
each deposited a dozen points to
aid the No Name cause.

The No Names Junior varsity
basketball team closed their
season on a winning note last
Wednesday by blasting Whitworth JV's 91 -62. Coach Joe
Folda's squad held a slim 49-48
halftime advantage before opening up a wide margin in the
second half and coasting to an
easy victory.
Randy Allen paced the winners

with 20 markers while Sam
Feider added 17 as four No
Names broke into the double
figures col umn . Folda noted that
the squad did a rea l good job all
season and produced three or
four ball players which should
help the varsity next year.
The No Names finished the
season with on impressive 16-4
mark.

Track Hopefuls
Noted By Coach
The 1973 EWSC var sity track
squad opens thei r season this
Saturday at Pullman in what
cou ld be a banner year for coach
Jerry Martin's cindermen .
Only three men will be missing
from a team which placed
second in the District and 12th in
the NAIA last season. The squad
will be bolstered with ten
r eturning l ettermen and what
coach Martin considers a ~reot
bunch of transfers and frosh

hopefuls.
The lettermen will be headed by
distance runner Bob Maplestone
who topp led
three
Eastern
· marks and brought the No
Names a first place finish in the
· 1500 meter run at the nationals
last season. Javelin thrower
Mike Hopley
returns
after
flinging the Javelin to a fifth
p lace finish in · the nationals a
year ago.
' Quarter
milers
who
return
include Jim Hardt, Demetrius
Tdylor and Karl Atkinson, the
latter holding th e school record
in the event with a 48 :5 clocking.

SI.OO()ff
PIZZA

Each pizza 1s made with flesh dough, our own specially
spiced tomato sauce and blended mozzarella cheese..

10"
1. Plu11 Haven Specia l ...... S2.05
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.

13.

u.

15.
16.
17.

18.

19.
20.

12"
S2 .95

14"

$3.80
(Your c hoi ce ol mear p lus mushrooms , onions
and chopped blac k olives)
Pepperoni ....................... I
Sau11ga ( Italian Style)
1
Canadian Bacon
Ground Beal (Lean)
Muahroom1 .. . .. .. .
Bacon Crumb, ........ .
Imported Anchovlea
Shrimp ............ .
1.70
2.45
3.20
Ham ....................... ... ..
Italian Salami ........ .
Graen Peppara ( FrH h)
Oni on, ( Freeh) .... ... . .
Black Ollva1 .... ...... .
Sliced Tomatoea ........ .
(Great with Ham or Ba con)
Napoli (Plain Cheeaa) .... 1.50
2.20
2.80
(Build your owr combi nation)
Double Oellclou, .......... 1.90
2.70
3.50
( Any Two Items)
Triple Treat .....
........... 2.05
2.95
3.80
( Any Three Items)
Haven Hero ................... ........................................ ..
(LJ_nbelievable - 15" only)
~
Paddler Spacial ................. 2.25
3. 05
... 10
(Peppe1on1. Sausage, C anadian Bacon,
Mushrooms. Blac k 01/ves)

16"
S4.65

Save $1.00 On Any 16" Pizza.
In Store, Take-Out or Delivery
$1.00 Off - Through 3/11 /73

PASTA
Dinners serve d w i th toss ed g reen salad
and garlic bread

CHECKERED CHICK FRIED CHICKEN

Spaghetti with Meat Sauce ...................... 1.75
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
and Mushroom, ..................................... 2.05
Spagh etti w1lh Mea t Sauce (de livery) Pint .85
Quart 1.60
Par1y Pail 4.95

DINNER - four (V2 wh o le c hicken)
golden-brown pieces of f ried c hicken.
spag hetti and garlic b read ............ ........ 2.15

SALADS
3.95

Choice of 0 1/ and Vinegar. Italia n. French,
Blu e Cheese . or Thousand Island Dressing
Dinner Salad .. .
. . ... .............. .50
Chef's Salad
.... ..... ...................... 1 .20
GARLI C BREAD ( V, Loal) ........................ .40

3.50
4.30

4.115

SANDWICHES
Haven Hoglfl - A Meal In a Bun ............ 1 .20
(Cheese. Salami, Bologna. Ham .
Lertuce and Tomato)

Our own special process

SNACKS - two golden-b rown pi eces ol
tried c hi c ken. spaghetli and
garli c bread ...................................... ...... 1 .50
CRATE" - (chicke n only) eig ht
golden-brown pieces of fri ed chi c ken .. 2.95
• Also avai lable i n 16 pc . • 24 pc . 32 pc .
96 pc. quant ities

BEVERAGES
Coke, Sprite .................................................
Root Beer

326-1st • Cheney • 235-8484

•

.25

·enjoy Coca Cola,"lt's The Real Thing"

5.85
5 ·00

.25

Other letter winning returnees
include Bink Picard and Dwayne
Bowles, sprinters ; Ron Moll , long
jump and tripl e jump; Bob
Watson , high jump; and Dave
Baker, shot put and discuss
throw. Martin said he expects his
team to be much stronger than
they have been in t he past and
could have a shot at the EVCO
title this season. "Eastern and
Western will fiel d possible thei r
strongest team s ever, but a
slight edge must be given to
· Central and defenrling champion
OCE for · the EVCO trophy ,"
'Martin stated , "but if everything
.goes right we could win the
conference."
Coach Martin n oted that the
conference is stronger and is
balanced well so that no single
team should be a dominant force
this year. The N o Names have
two months and some nine
.meets to prepare for the EVCO
champi onships ir. what should be
an interesting track season for
Eastern.

•
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The Easterner Staff ·For 3 Credits

Wow''

11

PREFERRED.
for good business reasons
A young man with his eye to· a
future In enterprise looks to Army
·ROTC, for good business reasons.

The future belongs to those who
prepare for It. It Is no longer enough
to be "In the right place at the right
time". Success in a llfe choice now
demands more than ever the right
preparation. Education, of course, Is
essential. But the growing propor•
tlon of our national population
going to college has le11ened the
diploma's role as an automatic
entree to the best lobs. Employers
are demanding something more.
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1. Type of Candy
2, Sea
). Naturai'"lnvironaent
4.
Pro Nobie
5. liinth (abbr,)
6. lelonclnc to Thea
7. Heart Contraction
8, Durfl Golt Shot
9, AchH
10. Va••
11, •1H W11t
12, Standlnc ~
1). •1 . . Wood
14. Not Precla,
21. Dove•, Cry
27, Clerical Attire
28. llhaune
)O. Senator Thuraond
J1, Hae, Sp,
JJ. Nan, ltllt.
JS, Chemical in lody
J8. Actre••
Langford
39, PlHeinc~nd
40. Ot the Start
41. Tara
42, Birthplace of Ra&tiM
4). Hou•• warmer (2 wd1.)
44. International Acr•• ..n
45. Speak Hea1tantly
48. Tavern
51. Infielder
A•ro
52. Line• ot SUtohln&
5e. Japan11, Saah
59.
Style Sheet
61. P'aiiou, Coll•I•
62. Keat N1a1ur1

Drop
and
Add
For ~ore
Information

Call 359-2517

Army ROTC offers that "something
more" to the college man looking to
hl1 future. It offers an Invaluable
experience condensed Into a quick
time span. This experience can
hasten personal maturity, develop
better ludgment In a demandln;
environment, and sharpen and
quicken the ability to make the right
decisions. Serving as an Army
officer offer• and demands respon·
alblllty. An officer Is a leader, In fact
and In deed. And American
bu1lne11 and Industry n. .d and·
want proven leaders. They make
every effort to find them. For good
bu1lne11 rea1on1.

AWll

·,

1. Partnership
8. Italian D111ert
1S, Abaenc• ot Government
16, &llington Tune
17, Return• on Payments
18. Narked With Linea
19, Prench Priend
20,
Wait (2 •de.)
22. Branch ot Accounting
2). Bon
24. Covertnga
25. Bantu Language
26. Perform
29. Ruaeian Mea1ur1
)0. Pollow1r of Zeno
)2. Live and~ (2 wd1.)
)4, Cotton Pabric
J6. llouth1 oomb, fot'111
)7, Italian Number
)8. Cause, Irritation
42 . . .rin, Animal,
46. &ttinc and Roman
47. Cry of Anguiah
49, Signified
50, llonkey
51. , ..11nc•
53, Actor
Brw1B
54. Sport1~gan1tation
.55, Ana Bone,
56, Hebrew L1tt1r1 var,
S1, Ceylon••• Capital
·
60. Plickerin&
6J. Ona Who Nak11 Po1eibl1
64. Mock
6,5, Nativee of Aleppo
66. Kore Shrewd

For more Information on Army
ROTC call Captain Hudson er
Captain Wong at 359-2387, or stop
In and 1ee them, Cadet Hall, EWSC.

Spag~~tti
Feed .••

"°

•am

0..
C:
0

..;

Sunday 5-9 pm

All You Can Eat!

Ill

•C:

<.

includes
Salad &
French Bread

75c

235-6157
•
i st Street in Chene~
I

ARMY

ROTC

The more you look at it,

the better it looks

...

